INTRODUCTION
Premature infants are at increased risk of developing Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease, GERD, which for these children [1, 2] as well as for full-term infants [3] is associated with a number of severe symptoms. According to a critical review by Poets, no objective symptom criteria exist to identify those premature infants or other children who have GERD and who require treatment [4] .
Infants with GERD show an increased incidence of reflux episodes. Fifty percent have delayed gastric emptying and increased pressure in the abdomen. Other factors such as various drugs and dietary habits are also important [5] . Physiological gastroesophageal reflux, GER, is found in most infants but disappears during the first year of life when the tone of the LES (Low Esophageal Sphincter) has matured [6] [7] [8] . GERD in infants is often characterized by symptoms from the gastrointestinal canal and the respiratory organ. Throat and feeding problems lead to poor weight gain and respiratory problems, which for some infants become permanent [9] . Infants with symptoms often show general signs of discomfort such as irritability and inconsolable crying [1, 3, 10, 11] . GERD is a pathological process and, due to the acidic gastric juice effect on *Address correspondence to this author at the Box 5605, SE-114 86 Stockholm, Sweden; Tel: +46700017344; E-mail: susanneoh@shh.se mucous membranes and associated respiratory complications, causes damage and problems such as esophagit, pneumonia, and apnea-tendencies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Current treatment strategies are medical and nursing care, which includes the positioning of the body, different eating strategies, medical and surgical care [11, 14, 16, 17] . It is important for nurses to assess the food intake situation and see how the parents handle this and in what position they hold the baby right after the meal, because that is when reflux symptoms often occur [7] . Registration, observation and documentation of these infant's symptoms records how they respond to therapy [15] . Nursing plays a major role in contributing to a correct diagnosis and treatment and in supporting parents by providing information, advice and support [7, 18, 19] . Nurses in the neonatal and pediatric care services have an important task to recognize an infant at risk of developing GERD, which is of great importance for being able to deal with the problem in an adequate way [15, 16] . Today, some diagnostic tools exist which attempt to distinguish between physiological and pathological GER, i.e. GERD [20, 21] . For premature infants there is a lack of clear indicators of symptoms that by medical and nursing staff easily and accurately measure the incidence and severity of GERD. Questionnaires need to be diagnostic and able to identify the presence or absence of disease. There are no effective questionnaires or tools for trained staff to systematically with objective criteria assess symptoms of GERD for younger groups of infants [1, 4, 22] . Objective criteria that help to identify those presumably few infants who do require treatment for GERD are urgently needed [4] . Few measurement instruments are described in the literature for establishing the diagnosis of GERD in infants and young children [1, 3, 22] . We hypothesized that it is possible to detect symptoms by a clinical systematic observation according to an instrument which can facilitate the diagnosis of GERD.
AIM
The aim of this work was to develop and pilot test an observation instrument for early detection of symptoms of GERD in premature infants.
METHOD
A combination of three research methods was used to develop and test an observation instrument to be used for the detection of GERD in premature infants -1) Systematic review, 2) Development of the observation instrument, 3) Pilot testing of the observation instrument.
1) Systematic Review of the Literature to Support Inclusion of Items
A systematic review was performed to delineate the underlying mechanisms of premature infants behavior when having reflux symptoms and the age at which the pathological pattern of GERD can be distinguished from the immature behavior according to Martin et al. [23] . The review was performed according to the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement, using part of the 27-item checklist for transparent reporting of a systematic review [24] .
Implementation and Data Collection
The aim of this phase was to collect data from studies that were reliable, valid and free from bias. Keywords were defined and criteria specified for which the studies would be selected [25] [26] [27] . Articles regarding the symptoms, the relevant parameters of GERD in premature infants were searched and compiled systematically to delineate specific symptoms, symptom variation during the course of the day and the age of the premature infant where the pattern of GERD can be distinguished from behaviors due to the immature state. Relevant articles were only found in the databases PubMed. Of 155 identified articles, 19 were included. Identification of specific symptom criteria and behaviors of GERD was searched for in the articles. Dimilarities and differences in the findings were analyzed and conclusions were compiled [25, 27] .
2) Development of the Observation Instrument

Implementation
The specific symptoms of GERD resulting from the systematic review were compared with the symptoms that described the infant's behavior and development according to NIDCAP, "Newborn Individualized Developmental Care and Assessment Program", a procedure suggested by De Groot et al. [28] . Based on this comparison a category system was constructed to classify the observed symptoms, using the "structured observation of NIDCAP" as a prototype [29] . An observation form was constructed to record the observed phenomena. The developed instrument was then evaluated by using a pilot test.
Structured Observation of NIDCAP
NIDCAP, is a philosophy of care that dominates the neonatal care in most neonatal units in Sweden. It is both an observation method and a nursing program to provide premature infants with individualized neonatal care. It is based on that the infant's behavior is the main way to show their stress thresholds, stability and wellbeing. An observation comprises the registration of the infant's behavior related to medical and/or caring actions [30] .
3) Pilot Test of the Observation Instrument
The pilot test was expected to provide answers on how the observational instrument would work in practical use [31] . The study was aimed to test the usefulness of the instrument in a clinical setting and to be a starting point to go further and test the instrument in a larger extent. A total of 14 preterm infants and parents were included in the pilot test. Eight of the infants who participated had problems with "spitting up" and seemed to be bothered by this, while some others had unclear desaturation. Another six infants who had not demonstrated any particular problems were observed in order to be able to compare any difference in symptom registration. The form was revised four times and a total of 18 training observations were made on the 14 premature infants. The first version was tested during eight observations on four infants, and then the criteria and categories were reconsidered.
This was performed by comparing the results and criteria between the infants who were judged clinically to have had reflux symptoms and needed medical treatment and those who did not ( Table 1) . 
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
RESULTS
1) Systematic Review of the Literature to Support Inclusion of Items
Specific Symptoms of GERD in Premature Infants
The most common symptoms of GERD were: apnea, bradycardia, desaturation, frequent regurgitation, "gagging", chewing, vomiting, low food intake, difficulties with eating, some intolerance of food and difficulty gaining weight/failure to thrive [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Other frequently documented symptoms of GERD were: coughing, "grunting" (labored breathing), recurrent attacks with cyanosis, arching, grimacing, crying, showing signs of irritability, discomfort and pain, and stretching out extremities [37] [38] [39] [40] . Other studies describe some of these symptoms as not so common/more rare, like difficulty gaining weight/failure to thrive, desaturation, "choking", "gagging", chewing, refusing to eat, irritability, showing discomfort, grimacing, and arching, cough, yawning, hiccups and sneezing [41, 42] . Some studies stated that GERD and premature apnea is common in premature infants and seem to be timely related to each other, which would mean that occasions of reflux can trigger apnea in premature infants [43] [44] [45] . Other studies describe both apnea, bradycardia, desaturations and GERD are common in premature infants, but with few exceptions, there is no evidence for a fixed relationship between them [46, 47] . In that case reflux-specific behavioral criteria may not be suitable as diagnostic criteria for GERD in premature infants. In one study, the assessment of reflux-specific behavioral patterns did not differ significantly in the presence or non-presence of acid reflux in healthy premature infants [42] . Another study showed, however, that clinical signs such as vomiting, regurgitation, "arching", cough, irritability, etc. may be more useful for the presumptive diagnosis of GERD in premature infants than invasive examinations [48] .
The Age of the Premature Child when the Pattern of GERD can be Distinguished
In healthy premature infants, with a gestational age of 31-38 weeks, TLESRs (Transient Low Esophageal Sphincter Relaxation), are the leading cause of GERD [42, 49] . GERD is considered common in premature infants younger than 34 weeks gestational age, but the severity of GERD is not significantly different in symptomatic and asymptomatic infants [37, 40, 50] . Some authors stated that GERD is common even in premature infants younger than 32 weeks gestational age [33, 34, 36, 41, 44] . Infants with recurrent apnea have been studied at different ages, where gestational age at birth varied between 24-36 weeks and the studies have been conducted when the infants were 7-32 days old [32, 43, [46] [47] [48] .
Symptom Variation During the Course of the Day
According to some studies, premature infants showed symptoms of GERD in terms of increased frequency of regurgitation, desaturation, apnea and bradycardia after meals [34, 44] . Other studies argue that a greater number of reflux episodes per hour occur during mealtime, compared to the fasting period [50] . One study showed that reflux episodes are most common between 120 and 150 minutes after a meal [33] . This would imply that an appropriate time of the day to observe an infant with symptoms of GERD is during and after meals.
2) Development of the Observation Instrument
The development of the observation instrument followed the processes rooted in the methodology literature [28, 29] . Specific symptoms, identified in the systematic review, were compared with symptoms describing the infant's behavior and development according to NIDCAP. From consensus concerning relevant symptoms a category system was constructed to classify and group the observed symptoms with the "structured observation of NIDCAP" as a model. The category system formed the basis for the design of an observation form that in a systematic way could record observed symptom criteria.
Symptoms that Describe the Child's Behavior and Development of the NIDCAP
The NIDCAP model has a clear nursing focus since behavioral observations lead to individual nursing actions. The model is used to register and interpret the infant's behavior from five different subsystems: autonomic/physiological system; motor system; wakefulness regulatory system; the system for attention and interaction and the self-regulating system. The three main systems are the autonomic, motor and wakefulness regulatory systems [30] .
Consistency of the Symptom Criteria of the Systematic Literature Review and NIDCAP
The behaviors of NIDCAP described as stress signals of the autonomic and motor systems, conform to a large extent with many of the most common symptoms of GERD, according to the above-performed systematic review ( Table 2) .
Construction of a Category System to Classify the Observed Symptoms
The five different subsystems in the NIDCAP-model could be compared to a system of categories, where the three main categories, are the autonomic, motor and wakefullness regulation. The following specific criteria based on symptoms, described by the systematic review, matches well with the specified symptom criteria to be recorded in a NIDCAP observation form ( Table 2) .
Presentation of the Observation Form
The resulting form was designed to capture the frequency of various specified symptom criteria assessed at two-minute intervals. Each form contained ten columns á two minutes for a total of 20 minutes of observation time. The symptom criteria followed a similar order as on the observation form, according to NIDCAP but without headings for the overall category name. The criteria were still held together in three parts by gaps between the parts. The first section of the form includes the specified criteria symptoms, "apnea", "desaturation", "bradycardia" and "attack of cyanosis" ( Table 2 ). These criteria were comparable with the headlines Respiration, Color, Heart rate, Respiration Rate and Saturation according to the NIDCAP form. In the developed form, the headings "Obstructive apnea", "Color changing", "Bradycardia", "Saturation" and "Oxygen required" were used. The second section of the form includes the specified criteria symptoms, "vomiting", "regurgitation", "gagging", "chewing" and "choking" ( Table 2 ). This part did relatively well accord to the heading Visceral/respiratory according to NIDCAP form. In the developed form, the headings "Vomiting/spits up", "Regurgitations", "Gagging", "Burps", "Dysphagia-refusing to eat" and "Grimacing" were used. The third section of the form covered the specified symptom criteria, "arching", "stretching out the extremities", "crying" and "showing signs of irritability, discomfort and pain" ( Table 2 ). The first three criteria were comparable with the NIDCAP form under the heading Motor and Attention. In the developed form, the headings "Fussiness/irritability", "Painful experiences", "Arching" and "Diffuse squirm" were used. The criteria "stretching out the extremities" and "showing signs of irritability, discomfort and pain" were not included as separate symptom headlines in preparing this form. The term "diffuse squirm" is taken directly from the NIDCAP form and is useful for capturing a behavior that expresses irritability, discomfort and pain. An appropriate time of day to observe an infant with symptoms of GERD is during and after meals, about two to two and a half hour after, and just before the next meal. This could mean that the infant can be observed at any time during the day.
3) Pilot Test of the Observation Instrument
Specific Symptoms Recorded by Using the Observation Form
The initial observation form was designed to capture the frequency of various specified symptom criteria recorded in the two-minute intervals. The symptoms criteria followed a similar order as the NIDCAP observation form but headings for the overall category names were not used. When using the first version of the form, a need of a clearer structuring of the symptom criteria was discovered and that some criteria were unnecessary and did not complete the observation as expected. The preparation of the next version followed a more distinct division of symptom criteria according to the NIDCAP categorization. The revised observation form worked well when using it in clinic regarding the classification and categorization of the specific symptom criteria. The symptoms of acid reflux were combined as one unit in the latest version. Appendix 1 = The Observation Form.
Combinations of Specific Symptoms Criteria
When using the first version of the observation form some symptom combinations could at an early stage distinguish infants who had problems and some were thereafter clinically diagnosed GERD and put on treatment. The last observation form worked well for the registration of the various symptom criteria and the breakdown by time intervals also clearly showed the criteria that occurred simultaneously. The symptom criteria and symptom combinations that were repeatedly observed and noted in these infants were "gagging", regurgitation, "choking" or some other signs of acid regurgitation such as grimaces, diffuse squirms, coughing and / or crying. In the more severe cases and when the infant had any type of surveillance equipment, a connection between the symptoms and desaturation, color change, bradycardia and even apnea, sometimes with a short lag could be seen. 
Symptom Criteria Allocated to Different Categories
DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATIONS
Symptoms Revealed in the Systematic Review
The results of the systematic review identified the most common symptoms of GERD in premature infants. Some of the studies described certain symptoms as not so common, while other studies and authors found the same symptoms of GERD to be commonly in infants. Overall, many symptoms are similarly reported as evidenced by the systematic review. The conclusion that apnea can be caused by acid reflux is a controversial issue in which different authors have different opinions. Some of the studies in the systematic review stated that GERD and premature apnea are common in premature infants and seem to be timely related to each other. Other studies in the review, however, consider that apnea, bradycardia, desaturation and GERD are common in premature infants, but with few exceptions there is no evidence for a fixed relationship between them [51] [52] [53] [54] .
Compilation of Symptoms
The compilation of the specific symptoms resulted in, despite some authors' in the review different approaches, outcomes that were relevant and useful for further construction of the observation instrument. According to the systematic review several of the most common symptoms might be interpreted as an expression of discomfort and pain associated with regurgitation, spitting/gagging and vomiting. This relationship is confirmed by Condino et al., who expressed that infants experience the discomfort of even a minimal regurgitation of the contents of acid reflux up into the esophagus [10] .
Optimal Time for Observation
The systematic review also found conflicting information as to what time of the day it would be optimal to observe an infant with symptoms of GERD. Other literatures have also shown quite different ideas/thoughts concerning what time of the day and when in relation to meals, reflux symptoms are most common [5, 11] . One study showed a greater number of reflux episodes per hour occur during mealtime [50] whereas another study showed that reflux episodes were most common about two hours after a meal [33] . Consequently, this implies that the observations can be made anytime during the day since the different symptom criteria used to appear both during and after meals.
Age Related to the Observation
According to the review GERD is common in premature infants younger than 34 weeks gestational age and some studies say 32 weeks. Apneas as a phenomenon, i.e. whether it is apnea of immaturity or symptoms of GERD, can be difficult to differentiate the younger an infant is. It is difficult to draw clear conclusions about the precise age when it may be appropriate to observe an infant in an attempt to diagnose GERD. A reasonable conclusion based on the above described results is probably that the observations should be made at the earliest from gestational weeks 30-32, but observations from gestational week 34 are probably more useful and reliable for drawing conclusions about the presence and absence of GERD.
The Pilot Test
The pilot test was conducted to evaluate how the constructed observation instrument worked in practice [23, 55] . This test was a process, which involved a questioning of what symptom criteria were practically useful and those that seemed superfluous and did not fill the role that could be expected. It is of great value that the results from recordings of symptom criteria may be graded, so that the results can be used in clinical practice and contribute to the ability to confirm or rule out a diagnosis of GERD. The observation form is part of a larger ongoing research study, which involves a test of the validity of the instrument. In this study the result from the observations will be compared with pH and impedance measurement, clinical assessment and parental response to follow-up questionnaires up to 18 months of age to determine the prevalence of GERD. If the results from the above research study are deemed successful, the instrument could be used by nurses in the care of the premature infants as a tool to identify those infants who have GERD.
Suggestion for a Grading the Severity of the Observed Phenomena
In a number of articles panels of experts and experts in different fields examined findings from the literature and observations and then classified, grouped and graded behavior into different categories [56] [57] [58] . The increase in frequency of symptoms criteria and symptoms combinations that were repeatedly observed were "gagging", regurgitation, "choking", grimaces, diffuse squirms, coughing and / or crying. In the more severe cases and when the infant had any type of surveillance equipment, a connection between the symptoms and desaturation, color change, bradycardia and even apnea could be seen. According to the results of the review the following grades for severity are suggested:
Grading/Rating 0 occasional symptoms from category Visceral = would indicate no reflux symptoms. This study was a development of an instrument and a pilot test aimed to clinically evaluate the usefulness of the instrument. To be able to make reliable statistic validity analyses a large study with a more extensive data collection is demanded.
CONCLUSIONS
An observation instrument was developed from a systematic review, which delineated symptom of GERD. The clinical evaluation by a pilot test showed that the instrument could be useful to record significant symptoms and combinations of symptoms that may occur in premature infants assessed as having reflux problems. Oth.:
APPENDIX
